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Subject: Angels on bulldozers confronting the Church!
Dear Saints

This is truly a time of shaking!
The prophecy below, by Bill Yount, had been published on Elijah List recently.
Since the late 1990's, the Lord had been speaking to this ministry concerning the foundations of the Church. During 2001 we had started
to teach some of it on the PILTC (Prayer and Intercession Leaders Training Course). Last year, these teachings culminated in a session
titled "The Foundation of the Church" in Course 3 of the PILTC. Also, during our Intercession camps of 2003, this teaching remained a
golden thread throughout what we understood the Lord was saying. And this had caused a complete mind shift in us, as well as our
students - in terms of how we understood "Church."
The Lord has sent us New Wine. Praise His Name!
But this new wine is causing the old wineskins to burst. We desperately, and urgently, need new wineskins - otherwise we will lose both,
according to the Bible (Mt. 9:17). If you see current churches losing their members - praise the Lord! (It simply means the New Wine - sent
by the Lord - has caused the skin to burst. New Wine ALWAYS has that eﬀect!). All we need to do, is to change the wineskins - so the New
Wine can be contained!
Let His prophets go before the Lord and ask Him what the new wineskins should look like. After Jesus had told the parable of the winekins,
he gave us a solemn, and sobering warning concerning human nature: " And no-one after drinking old wine wants the new, for he says,
`The old is better.' " (Luke. 5:39). The Lord help us!
Eben Swart

I SAW ANGELS ON HUGE "BULL DOZERS" SURROUNDING MANY CHURCHES!
by Bill Yount
www.billyount.com
blowtheshofar@juno.com

In the Spirit I heard a Jewish Carpenter order angels who were sitting on huge bull dozers surrounding many churches... "Start your
engines!" It looked as though these angels had entered into a "no trespassing" zone that was clearly marked by large neon signs ﬂashing
... "Men at work!"
At the starting of these powerful engines these beautiful churches began to shake at their very foundation! I heard the master builder say.
"If the foundation of these churches move even a hair, they will not withstand the greater shaking to come. Their foundation must be
tested!" As the angels revved their engine throttles, many foundations began to crack. I saw the workers inside of these churches
scurrying outside thinking a strong earthquake had hit. Seeing their foundation weakening they began crying out. "Lord, if the foundation
of this house is destroyed, what can the righteous do?" I heard the Jewish Carpenter answer them. "Call for the Apostles and Prophets to
build the new foundation for this House. Allow the Apostles to break new ground for it and believe My Prophets. So shall you prosper or
your labor will be all in vain!"
Underground Ministry
As the Apostles and Prophets were beginning to be used to build a new foundation, I noticed that their ministry and labor was truly
underground and most of the time they were seemingly not noticed or recognized as they should be as far as the rest of the church was
concerned. But I heard the Lord say. "Just as the foundation of any house is underground and usually not seen or noticed, much of the
ministry of My Apostles and Prophets in My House will be hidden for the most part from the eyes of man, but I see them and their labor is
not in vain! That's the way the foundation of a house is built!
(A word of encouragement to Apostles and Prophets.)
"Don't be discouraged when you experience what seems to be dirt being thrown down upon you from around the House above. At times it
may seem like you are being covered up with it, but know that this is a normal part of the process of the foundation being laid underneath
any house! That's only a sign that the foundation is really going in well. The foundation of any house is ultimately hidden being covered by
dirt. Only the House above is seen when the work is all ﬁnished.
If fact, I just heard the master builder dispatch a work order to the angels on those bull dozers. "Get ready to make sure the foundation of
My House when ﬁnished is completely covered up.... everything except for that chief corner stone!"
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